Abstract-It is known that grouping nodes gives better performance to the group and to the whole system, thereby avoiding unnecessary message forwarding and additional overheads while allows to scale the network considerably. Many routing protocols for ad-hoc networks and sensor networks have been designed, but none of them is based on groups. In this paper, after a review of group based architectures and of neighbor selection strategies, a planar group-based network architecture is proposed. In the proposal, the network is formed by several groups of ad-hoc devices or sensors. Connections between groups are established as a function of the proximity and the neighbor's available capacity (based on the ad-hoc device or sensor's energy). The messages that are needed to the proper operation are shown. It is also simulated how much time is needed to propagate information between groups and it is calculated the diameter for different topologies Index Terms-Group-Based Topologies, Group-based architectures, Group-based routing algorithm, Ad-Hoc and Sensor Networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many routing protocols can be applied to ad-hoc and sensor networks. They can be distinguished depending on many parameters, but the most used is the topology classification. Next paragraphs will give a brief overview on sersors and ad-hoc routing protocols.
On one hand, sensor routing protocols can be classified into two groups [1] [2] . The first group is formed by protocols based on the network topology and it could be broken down into three subgroups: 1-Plane routing. All nodes in the network have the same role and perform the same tasks. Because of the number of nodes in these networks, the use of a global identifier, for every node, is not feasible. It uses a data-centric routing where the base station sends requests to some regions and the nodes from that regions reply. Some of the algorithms in this group are SPIN [3] , Direct diffusion [4] , Rumour routing [5] , MCFA [6] , GBR [7] , IDSQ [8] , CADR [8] , COUGAR [9] , ACQUIRE [10] , and so on. 2-Hierarchical routing. It is very scalable and has an efficient communication. It has been designed for energy saving purposes, because central nodes have unlimited energy, while leaf sensors have limited energy. When the sensor network topology is formed, data can be routed. Some algorithms such as LEACH [11] , PEGASIS [12] , TEEN [13] , APTEEN [14] , MECN [15] and Two-Tier Data Dissemination [16] are hierarchical routing algorithms. 3-Position-based routing. All data is routed through the sensors depending on their position. Distances between sensors are known because of neighboring sensors signals. There are other protocols that base node's situation on GPS and, using that information, route the data to the most adequate sensor. These algorithms consume more energy than others because of the need of GPS signal. Some of those algorithms sleep sensors when the network has not any activity. Some examples are GAF [17] , GEAR [18] , GOAFR [19] , POSANT [20] , MACGSP [21] and SPAN [22] . The second group does not have into account the structure of the network. It can be broken into five subgroups: 1-Multipath Routing Protocols. The information could reach the destination through different paths. Because sensors have to calculate several paths, they use a main route when they have enough energy; otherwise, they use an alternative path. 2-Query-Based Routing protocols. They are based on a central node that sends a query about an event to the specific area. When the query arrives to that area, it is routed to the destination sensor, and then it will reply. A sensor from an area could be sleeping, saving energy, while there is not any query to that area. 3-Negotiation-Based Routing Protocols. Before data transmission, the sensor has to negotiate the data it has to send, so redundant data could be deleted, and resources will be available while data exchange. SPIN [3] protocols use this type of routing, but they take into account the network structure. 4-QoS protocols. The information is routed to the sensors taking into account quality parameters such as delay, energy and bandwidth. SAR [23] and SPEED [24] protocols are based on QoS algorithms. 5-Data coherent/incoherent processing based protocols.
These algorithms use several routing techniques taking into account the data processing of a coherent or incoherent result. On the other hand, MANET networks [25] are a type of ad-hoc networks much more studied and mature than Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [26] . Independently of the medium access method used [27] , in the recent years many routing protocols have been developed for MANET networks [28] [29] . The nodes' mobility, the lack of stability of the topology, the lack of a pre-established organization and performing of the wireless communications are reasons for not using the routing protocols developed for fixed networks. There are standardized routing protocols for MANET networks used by different fixed or mobile devices.
Depending on the information type exchanged by the nodes and on the frequency they do it, the routing protocols in ad-hoc networks are divided into three types: proactives, reactives and hybrids.
The proactive protocols update the routing tables of all the nodes periodically, even though no information is being exchanged. When a topology change occurs, the routing table is updated and the routing protocol finds the optimum route to forward the information. A periodical control protocol message exchange allows this, but consumes bandwidth and energy (batteries). OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing Protocol) [30] is a proactive protocol in which each node knows permanently the network state and the number, availability and addresses of the nodes. This performs a faster routing protocol.
The reactive protocols only maintain routing routes in their tables when a node has to communicate with another node in the network. With these protocols, when a communication starts, as the right route is unknown, a route discovering message is sent. When the response is received, the route is included in the routing tables and the communication is now possible. The main disadvantage of these protocols is the latency at the beginning of the communications (route discovery time) but they improve the network and energy resources use. Inside this kind of protocols, the source-based protocols and hop-by-hop protocols are located. AODV (Ad-Hoc On-demand Distance Vector) [31] is a reactive protocol. It has a minimalist behavior because it hardly overloads the ad-hoc network and needs very few memory comparing with other protocols. DSR (Dynamic Source Routing Protocol) [32] is also a reactive protocol developed specifically for ad-hoc networks. It only sends information when it is required, saving bandwidth, energy and battery.
Finally, the hybrid protocols are a combination of the other two types of routing protocols, taking the advantages of both of them. The routing is initially established with some proactively prospected routes and then serves the demand from additionally activated nodes through reactive flooding, so these protocols divide adhoc networks into different zones, where near nodes use proactive routing meanwhile far nodes use reactive routing. An example of a hybrid protocol is TORA (Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm routing protocol) [33] .
Despite of the type of node is talking about (ad-hoc devices or sensor nodes), from now both of them will be called just nodes.
None of the routing protocols aforementioned are group-based. Our proposal is to divide the network of nodes into several groups and if a node has to send data to other groups, when this data arrives to one node from a group, it is propagated to the rest of nodes in its group.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes group-based architectures and gives some examples to distinguish between group-based and non group-based architectures. Then, section 3 will show several neighbor selection strategies that can be used to establish connections between neighboring nodes. The description of our proposal, its analytical model and the equations that will follow the nodes to select their neighbors are shown in section 4. The protocol operation and the messages designed for its proper operation are shown in section 5. All analysis done with the protocol are shown in section 6. It is also shown the messages bandwidth consumption. Finally, section 7 summarizes the results and gives the future research.
II. GROUP-BASED ARCHITECTURES
First, a distinction have to be presented between a groupware architecture, where all nodes collaborate towards the proper operation and the success of the purpose of the network (despite of where they are placed and the relationships between them), and group-based architecture, where the whole network is broken down into groups and each group could perform different operations (but information could be transmitted between groups and there must exist connections between nodes from different groups). In a wireless group-based architecture, a group consists of a set of nodes that are close to each other (in terms of geographical location or in terms of round trip time). These groups could have a link if a node from a group is near a node from another group. The distance between two nodes is given by the network latency or the round trip time.
The main goal in a wireless group-based topology is the network protocol and the group management, that is the design of an efficient algorithm for a new node to find its nearest (or the best) group to join in. Then, some important issues must be designed despite of the routing protocol inside each group (it could be different for each group): (i) How to build neighboring groups, and (ii) a protocol to exchange messages between neighboring groups.
The performance of the group-based network highly depends on the efficiency of this nearby group locating process. All works found in the literature, where nodes are divided into groups and connections are established between nodes from different groups, have been developed to solve specific issues such as distribution service in multimedia networks [34] , group-based games over NAT/Firewalls [35] , and so on.
Two types of group-based topologies can be distinguished: 1-Planar group-based topologies. All nodes perform the same roles and there is just one layer. However, in some works there is a directory server or a rendezvous point (RP) for content distribution coordination.
2-Layered group-based topologies. Nodes from layered group-based topologies could have several roles (2 roles at least). Depending on which type of role they are running, they will become to a specific layer. All nodes in the same layer will have the same role. There will be connections between nodes from the same layer and from adjacent layers. There are several differences between both groupbased topologies. While layered group-based topologies grow structured organized by upper layers, planar groupbased topologies grow unstructured without any organization. In layered group-based topologies anyone can know exactly where each group is and how to reach it. Otherwise planar group-based topologies, every time a node wants to reach other group, the message should travel through many unknown groups due to groups join the network as they appear. Delays between groups in layered group-based topologies could be lower because connections between groups can be established taking into account this parameter, otherwise, in planar groupbased topologies connections between groups are established by group's position, their geographical situation or because of their appearance in the network. Layered networks address several complexities because nodes could have several types of roles and fault tolerance for every layer must be designed. On the other hand, planar networks are more simplex because all nodes have the same role. In order to have scalability, layered group-based topologies must add more layers to its logical topology, while planar group-based topologies could grow without any limitation, just the number of hops of the message.
Cluster-based networks are a subset of the group-based networks, because each cluster could be considered as a virtual group. But a group-based network is capable of having any type of topology inside any group, not only clusters. In cluster based architectures each cluster has adjacencies with other clusters and all clusters have the same rules. A cluster can be made up of a Cluster Head node, Cluster Gateways and Cluster Members [36] [37] . The Cluster Head node is the parent node of the cluster, which manages and checks the status of the links in the cluster, and routes the information to the right clusters. The rest of the nodes in a cluster are cluster members. In this kind of network, the Cluster Head nodes have a total control over the cluster and the size of the cluster is usually about 1 or 2 hops from the Cluster Head node. A cluster member does not have inter-cluster links.
A routing protocol based on zones can be found in the literature. It is the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [38] [39]. Each node proactively maintains routing information for a local neighborhood (routing zone), while reactively acquiring routes to destinations beyond the routing zone. ZRP and our proposal have several common features, e.g. they could be applied over any type of routing protocol, they scale well and the information is sent to border nodes in order to reach destinations outside their zones. The main difference between them is that in ZRP each node maintains a zone and the nodes in that zone have different nodes in their zone while in our proposal all the nodes that form a group have the same nodes in their group.
On the other hand, other works of groups systems such as the following will not be considered in this paper: 1-The community based mobility model for ad hoc network research presented in [40] , because although the network is organized in groups, and nodes can move from one host to another, there is not any connection between border nodes from different groups. 2-The landmark hierarchy presented in [41] because although there is a node with higher role which has connections with nodes from other groups, its leaf nodes do not have. 3-Another example similar to the last one is the BGP routing protocol architecture [42] . The routers inside the autonomous system do not have connections with routers from other autonomous systems unless they are BGP routers. They are the backbone of the network, so they are in the highest hierarchy level.
4-It is not considered moving groups such as Landmark
Routing Protocol (LANMAR [43] ), where the set of nodes move as a group, so the group can enlarge or diminish with the motion of the members. 5-Multicast groups for ad-hoc and sensor networks [44] , because there are not connections between groups.
III. NEIGHBOUR SELECTION STRATEGIES
In order to obtain a network topology, the nodes have to be interconnected, so there has to be a strategy that nodes must follow to select their neighbors. A neighbor selection algorithm decides which parameters are used, and their values, to select the best neighbor node. This election is given taking into account that the network has to accomplish an objective function. It must take also into account how connections are distributed in the network.
Each topology, each system and each protocol has the development and the improvement of its neighbor selection as its main goal. Basic neighbor selection algorithms depend on the node upstream bandwidth (BW) and/or on the number of connections (n).
A. Based on genetic algorithms
A genetic algorithm (GA) is stochastic and an adaptive heuristic search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate solutions to optimization and search problems which is based on the mechanism of natural selection, genetics, and evolutions. Genetic algorithms use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology. They represent an intelligent exploitation of a random search within a defined search space to solve a problem. It has been proven to be an effective tool to solve complex search problems with large solution spaces. In order to define a typical genetic algorithm, it is required a genetic representation of the solution domain and a fitness function to evaluate the solution domain. Genetic Algorithms start with an initial set of random solutions called population. Each individual in the population, called a chromosome, is an encoded string of symbols representing a solution, which may be feasible or not.
Simon G. M. Koo et al. [44] [45] proposed a geneticalgorithm-based neighbor-selection strategy for hybrid peer-to-peer networks, which enhances the decision process performed at the tracker for transfer coordination. It increases content availability to the clients from their immediate neighbors. This neighbor selection strategy is being used for BitTorrent P2P network.
B. Based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) structures
Many systems locate nodes in the topology based on key-based graph structures such as CAN [46] , Chord [47] , Pastry [48] and Tapestry [49] . Their files are associated with a key (produced, for instance, by hashing the file name) and each node in the system is responsible for storing a certain range of keys. When a node joins the network, takes a key as input, and routes a message to the node responsible for that key, in response. Nodes have identifiers which are taken from the same space as the keys (i.e., same number of digits). Each node maintains a routing table consisting of a small subset of nodes in the system (their neighbors). In DHT structures, neighbors are selected as a function of the values of the key of the new node. When a node receives a query for a key for which it is not responsible, the node routes the query to the neighbor node that makes the most closest towards resolving the query.
The number of neighbors differs for each network. In Tapestry and Pastry a node has O(log n) neighbors, while in CAN has O(d) neighbors (d is the dimension of the toroidal space). Chord maintains two sets of neighbors. Each node has a successor list of k nodes that immediately follow it in the key space. There is a finger list of O(log n) nodes spaced exponentially around the key space. These systems do not take care of the underlying network, so a neighbor of a node could be very far (in terms of Round Trip Time, RTT).
C. Based on the Internet underlying network
Trying to achieve the goal of having neighbors close "logically", several systems have been proposed.
Plethora [50] is based on a two-level overlay architecture. The global overlay serves as the main data repository, and there are several local overlays that serve as caches to improve access time to data items. Local overlays contain nodes which IP are closer. Nodes that are in the same Autonomous System (AS) should be in the same local overlay together with nodes of neighboring ASs. The global overlay is implemented using any prefix-based DHT system. It is used as the main repository and helps direct nodes to local overlays where they belong. The authors of this work adopt Pastry as Plethora's underlying algorithm to support the local overlay. A node builds a list of ASs over the time that can be presented in its local overlay. Authors also propose to build this list using traceroute to some of the nodes in the node's state tables. The node can measure the delay to each member of its routing table using the traceroute. If the delay is less than a system parameter, it includes the AS of the probed node in its neighborhood list. In each local overlay there is a node, the local overlay leader, which controls the number of nodes in the local overlay.
Each node in a local overlay maintains a pointer to its current leader to determine if the leader has departed or failed.
T-DHT [51] is a scalable and distributed algorithm for the construction of distributed hash tables which are strongly oriented to the underlying network topology. The system is based on a virtual coordinate system. To build it, three (or more) reference nodes are randomly selected. Each node triangulates its position in the virtual coordinate space from these reference nodes. The virtual coordinate space is node's position in the network topology, but not the physical position. Inspired by the Content Addressable Network (CAN), the authors of the work construct a two-dimensional DHT on the top of the virtual coordinate system. The coordinate space is divided among the participating nodes. Each node maintains a rectangular area around its position in the virtual coordinate system. It also maintains a routing table containing the path to its neighbors in the coordinate system and the area each neighbor maintains. A node may have links to nodes which are not direct neighbors in the hash table. Three steps must be performed to join the T-DHT. First, the node wishing to join must first find a node which is already in the T-DHT. Then, via T-DHT routing, it finds the node maintaining the zone of its position in the virtual coordinate system. This zone is equally split between the two nodes. Finally, the new member informs its neighbors about its presence.
To bootstrap, the first reference node maintains the whole DHT. When the virtual coordinates are assigned, it announces its T-DHT membership to its neighbors. Next, the neighbors join the distributed hash table and themselves announce their membership to their neighbors. The joining node only needs to contact the node maintaining the corresponding area.
D. Based on the RTT to the neighbour
It is important to achieve lower delays to exploit proximity in the underlying network in terms of RTT. Otherwise, each overlay hop has an expected delay equal to the average delay between a pair of random overlay nodes, which stretches route delay by a factor equal to the number of overlay hops and increases the stress in the underlying network links. Proximity neighbor selection (PNS) can be used to achieve low delay routes and low bandwidth usage. It selects routing state entries for each node from among the closest nodes in the underlying topology that satisfy constraints required for overlay routing. On the other hand, finding effective ways to produce proximity information is crucial for overlay networks to route efficiently. The proximity information can be used to partition nodes into clusters or to estimate distances among them.
M. Castro et al. presented in [52] a proximity neighbor selection (PNS) using heuristics approximations (called constrained gossiping (PNS-CG)). It can be used over DHT structures such as Pastry or Tapestry. The flexibility in the choice of nodeIds to fill routing table slots can be exploited to implement PNS effectively. Proximity neighbor selection picks the closest node in the underlying network from among those whose nodeIds have the required prefix. The proximity metric used in the definition of closest is RTT. In PNS-CG, when a new node x with nodeId X joins the overlay, it must contact an existing overlay node which routes a message using X as the key. The new node obtains the nth row of its routing table from the node encountered along the path from the existing overlay node to X whose nodeId matches X in the first n-1 digits. Then, it updates other node's routing tables. When x's resulting routing table is updated, the closest node can be found using a specified algorithm designed by them.
It performs both low delay routes and low bandwidth usage with low overhead than other protocols such as Pastry and Tapestry, although the algorithm uses the routing state maintained by Pastry to locate nearby seed nodes for joining the network.
Others systems, such as the one presented by X. Zhichen in [53] , locate new nodes in the topology using landmark clustering, as a preselection process to find nodes that are possibly close to a given node, and then perform RTT measurements to identify the actual closest node. Each node is assigned a landmark number that reflects its physical position in the network. Landmark clustering is based on the intuition that nodes close to each other are likely to have similar distances to a few selected landmark nodes. A node uses its landmark number as the DHT key to access relevant proximity information. To effectively use the proximity information generated, the information of the system is stored as softstate in the system itself. To guide the placement of proximity information landmark clustering is used. Later, this information is used for nodes to discover other nodes physically near.
E. Based on their geographical location
The type of networks where it is more needed to chose the neighbors geographically because of their features are wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks. In these networks, connections are established only if they are closed, because of their coverage area limitation. In these types of networks, all nodes must know their own positions, either from a GPS device, if outdoors, or through other means and its neighbors' positions. There use to be a location registration and lookup service that maps node addresses to locations. If a node knows its neighbors' positions, the locally optimal choice of next hop is the neighbor geographically closest to the packet's destination. Forwarding in this regime follows closer geographic hops, until the destination is reached.
The self-describing nature of position is the key to geography's usefulness in routing. The position of a packet's destination and positions of the candidate next hops are sufficient to make correct forwarding decisions, without any other topological information. Examples given are the Routing with guaranteed delivery in ad hoc wireless networks presented by P. Bose et al. in [54] (also called GFG algorithm), they described a routing algorithm that guarantees delivery of messages in MANETs, and GPSR geographic routing algorithm presented by Karp, B. in [55] (they transformed GFG algorithm into a protocol). In geographic routing packets are stamped with the positions of their destinations. Their graph is planar, that is, there are enclosed polygonal regions bounded by edges. In planar graphs, there could be loops when the destination is disconnected.
Although grouping nodes give many benefits to the network, we have not found any neighbor selection strategy for group-based wireless sensor networks and none of them tackles the way of establishing connections and discovering neighbors between nodes from different groups. On the other hand, in none of them connections are established using nodes' capacities.
IV. ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

A. Architecture Operation
An architecture, where the structure of nodes is based on the creation of groups and the nodes have the same functionality in the network, is proposed. In each group exists a central node that limits the zone where the node from the same group will be placed, but its functionality is the same that the rest of the nodes in the network. Every node has a node identifier (called nodeID) that is unique in its group. The first node in the network acquires a group identifier (called groupID) that could be given manually, or using GPS, or using a wireless location system or by other means. New joining nodes will know their group identifier from their new neighbors. Border nodes are, physically, the edge nodes of the group. When there is an event in one node, this event is sent to all the nodes in its group in order to take the appropriate actions. All groups could have the same or different routing protocol inside. All nodes in a group can know all information about their group using the routing protocol (see references [30] , [31] , [32] or [33] as examples). Border nodes have connections with other border nodes from neighbor groups and are used to send information to other groups or to receive information from other groups and distribute it inside. Because it is wanted a fast routing protocol, OLSR [30] has been chosen to route information inside all groups, but it can be changed by other routing protocol depending on the network's characteristics. When the information is for a node of the same group it is routed using the nodeID. Every node runs its link state database locally and selects the best path to a destination based on a metric (described later).
When the information has to be sent to other groups, the information is routed directly to the closest border node to the destination group using the groupID. When a node from destination group receives the information, it routes it to all nodes in its group using OLSR protocol. Links between border nodes from different groups are established primarily as a function of their position, but in case of multiple possibilities, neighbors are selected as a function of their capacity. In order to establish the boundaries of the group, two choices can be considered: (i) limiting the diameter of the group to a maximum number of hops (e.g., 30 hops, as the maximum number of hops for a tracer of a route), and (ii) establishing the boundaries of the area that it is wanted to be covered. Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture topology. 
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B. Analytical Model and Neighbor Selection Algorithm
Every node is characterized by 3 parameters: nodeID, groupID and λ. nodeID and groupID have been defined before. λ parameter is defined in order to introduce the capacity of the nodes in our architecture. It is used to determine the best node to connect with. The higher the λ parameter, the best node to connect with is. In our proposal, λ parameter depends on the node's number of available links (Available_Con) and its maximum number of links (Max_Con), because the number of connections will affect to the performance of the node, its % of available load, because the load of the node has a direct implication on its capacity, and its energy consumption, because it is better nodes with higher energy. λ equation is shown in table I, where L is the available load and E is the energy consumption. Their values vary from 0 to 100. E=0 indicates it is fully charged, so λ parameter is 0 and E=100 indicates it is fully discharged. K 1 defines the minimum value of energy remaining in a node to be suitable for being selected as a neighbor. K 2 gives different λ values from 0 in case of L=0 or Available_Con=0. K 2 has been considered equal to 100 in order to get λ into desired values. Figure 2 shows λ parameter values when the maximum number of links for a node is 16 when its available number of links for different available energy values of the node. Node's load is fixed to 50%.
The cost of the i th -Node has been defined as the inverse of the i th -Node λ parameter multiplied by T (the delay of its reply in msec). It is shown in table I. K 3 =10 3 gives C values higher than 1. The metric for each route is based on the hops to a destination (r) and on the cost of the nodes (C i ) in the route as it is shown in table I. The metric gives the best path to reach a node.
V. PROTOCOL OPERATION AND MESSAGES
This section describes how the designed protocol operates. Messages designed and their bandwidth consumption are also shown.
A. Group Creation and Maintenance
Let a new node be in the network (it could be the first). Its operation will follow the steps of the flow chart shown in figure 3 . First, it will send a hello message (called helloGroup) in order to join a group. If there is no response from any node for 3 seconds, there is not any group in the network and the node considers itself as a central node of a group, and it will take the value groupID=1 and nodeID=1. When the node receives helloGroup ACK messages from several candidate neighbors, first it puts a time stamp in their reply and chooses the best nodes to have a link with (this election is taken based on the λ parameter which comes in the helloGroup ACK message). The time stamp will be used to calculate C parameter. Responses received after 3 seconds will be discarded because they are so far compared with the receive ones. In case of receiving replies from nodes of different groups, it will choose the group which replies have the highest average λ parameter, so it will take into account replies only for that group. Then, the node will send an okGroup message to the selected neighbors in the same group, and the neighbors will reply with the okGroup ACK message with the assigned nodeID and indicating the link has been established. Nodes have a table with all its neighbors of its group. Nodes will broadcast keepalive messages periodically to their neighbors. If a node does not receive a keepalive message from a neighbor before the dead time, it will remove this entry from its database and will 
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start the group update process. As the groupID is in the helloGroup ACK message, the new node will know which group has joined. Finally, the neighbor node will send a newNode message to the central node, to run the algorithm for changing the central node if it is needed.
When a new node joins the group, the central node of the group could be changed. The procedure designed for changing the central node is as follows. The group diameter (d group ) has been defined as the shortest number of hops between the two most remote nodes in the group (in our case, d group ≤30). The central node is in the central place, so its distance from the most remote boundaries of the group is d group /2. Let's suppose that there is a distance of d 1 to one side and d 2 to the other side of the most remote sites. Initially d 1 =d 2 , and only when one of the distances 2 hops bigger than the other the central node is changed, otherwise, it keeps being the central node. It will happen for any orientation of the network. When one distance is 2 times bigger than the opposite, the central node is changed to that side so both distances become equal. The old central node will send a centralrole message to the new central node in order to indicate this change, and then the new central node will reply with the centralrole ACK message in order to acknowledge becoming the new central node.
When there is a change of the central node of a group, all the nodes in the group must be advised. In order to update all nodes in the group, the new central node will send a changeCentral message to indicate the new central node and the distance from it to the node processing this control packet. This update is distributed using the OLSR algorithm. Once the network has converged, every node sends keepalive messages periodically to its neighbors. Figures 4 and 5 show the messages procedure when the central node changes and when it doesn't.
Links between border nodes from different groups are established based on their replying delay and, in case of draw, on the λ parameter of the replying nodes, but it could be changed by any algorithm using node's position or choosing the neighbor with the lower distance (in number of hops) to the central node. When our proposal is based on the λ parameter, the load of the network between groups is distributed, but when our proposal is based on node's position or choosing the neighbor with the lower distance to the central node the number of nodes in the groups is balanced.
Two choices are proposed to establish the boundaries of the group: 1) When the boundaries of the group are the same of the area that it is wanted to be covered, border nodes are known using GPS. 2) When the boundary of the group is limited by the diameter of the group, the maximum number of hops from the central node must be known. Every time a new node joins a group, it receives the newNode ACK message with the number of hops to the central node. When it achieves the maximum number of hops, the node is marked as a border node, and it will inform to new joining nodes that they must create a new group.
B. Leavings and Fault Tolerance
When a node leaves the group, it will send nodeDisconnect message to its neighbor nodes. They must reply with a nodeDisconnect ACK message and the neighbor node closest to the central node will send the nodeDisconnect message to the central node. The central node distributes the update information using OLSR algorithm. If the neighbor node doesn't have links with other neighbors, it must start a new connection process sending a helloGroup message. The procedure is shown in figure 6 .
If the leaving node is the central node, it assigns the central node role to the best candidate to be the central node (in case of draw, it will choose the one with higher λ parameter, this node is called backup central node and will be always kept advised by the central node) using the centralRole message and when it receives a centralRole ACK message from new central node, leaves the group. Then, the new central node will send a changeCentral message to the group to inform the change. If the central node fails down without any advertisement, the backup central node will become central node because the lack of keepalive messages from the leaving central node. Figure  7 shows all the steps explained.
When a regular node fails down, its neighbor nodes will know the failure because of the missing of keepalive messages. The procedure is the same as when the node leaves the network voluntarily. Neighbor nodes will delete that entry from their database and if a node keeps without any neighbor, it will begin the discovery process as a new node in the network.
C. Connections between different groups
Once a node has joined a group, it is able to send and receive keepalive messages as it has been explained before. Nodes have 2 tables, first one has all its neighbors of its group and the second one has all its neighbors from other groups. When a node receives a broadcast keepalive message from a node that belongs from another group, it checks if it is in its other groups' neighbors table. If it is inside, it resets the keepalive time for that entry to zero, but if it is not inside, it adds that entry to the table. The flow chart shown in figure 8 explains the procedure explained.
D. Message fields
11 messages (see figure 9 ) have been designed. Several fields for future purposes, such as version, length and options fields, have been included. In order to reserve enough bits for the parameters 32 bits have been used for the λ, the GroupID and the nodeID parameter. These messages have to work together with the routing protocol used in the group. See reference [30] for OLSR protocol, reference [31] for AODV protocol, reference [32] for DSR protocol and reference [33] for TORA protocol. 
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E. Bandwidth consumtion
In order to know the bandwidth consumption of the protocols, the number of bits for every message have been calculated when TCP/IP headers are used. The sum of these headers is 58 bytes. Figure 10 shows the bandwidth for all messages. The messages consume very few bandwidth, so our proposal is a feasible option to enhance the network. The messages that consume more bandwidth are the keepalive messages and changeCentral messages (218 Bytes taking into account TCP/IP headers). The second ones have been okGroup ACK, newNode, nodeDisconnect, centralRole and centralRole ACK. The one which consumes less bandwidth has been helloGroup.
VI. ANALYSIS
Let T i be as the time needed by two nodes to communicate each other, and RTT as the mean value of the round trip time between both nodes. So, T i can be calculated using the expression given in table II. The time needed to communicate a source node with a destination node in a different group is calculated using the expression given for T max_intergroup in table II. Where n is the number of intermediate groups, t source_border is the time needed to arrive from the source node to the border node in the same group, t max_intragroup_i is the time required to go through the i-th group, and t border_i-border_i+1 is the time needed to transmit the information from the border node of a group to the border node of another group connected to the previous one.
t p is defined as the average propagation time for all the message transmissions between two nodes in the architecture. Its expression is shown in table II. Where m represents the number of nodes involved in the path minus one. Taking into account t p , the time needed to transmit information from the source node to the border node of the same group (T source_border ) is defined as it is shown in table II. Where d source_border are the number of hops needed to arrive form the source node to the border node of the same group. The maximum time to cross a group (T max_intragroup_i ) is defined by the expression shown in table II. i indicates the group and the d i is the number of hops in the group. On the other hand, the number of hops for j groups is shown in table II.
Replacing equations in Table II, 
B. Time variation when the number of hops to cross the groups varies
This section studies what happens when the distance between source node and the border node of the source group is constant and the number of hops of the intermediate groups and for different number of groups vary. The parameter d source_border is fixed to a value of 10. Using equation 4, equation 6 is obtained. Now, d i is varied in order to observe the time needed to achieve the destination. Results are shown in figure 11 . Here, it is deduced that the number of groups in a network doesn't affect the connection time to a large extent when the mean number of hops to go through the groups is low. Nevertheless, when the mean diameter of the groups is big, when the number of intermediate groups is increased, the connection time rises too much. So, the mean diameter of the groups becomes more relevant in the calculation of the final connection time (T max_intergroup ) for bigger networks.
In figure 12 , how the connection time varies according to the number of groups for different number of hops can be observed. d source_border has been chosen equal to 20, and the number of groups that will be crossed for different mean diameters of the groups have been varied, instead of varying the mean diameter of the groups.
C. Variation of the time for different number of groups and different distances between source and border nodes in the same group
In this section it is analyzed how the maximum inter group time varies when the mean diameter of the group is constant and when the number of groups for different distances between source and border nodes of the same group vary. In order to perform this experiment, the mean diameter of the groups has been equal to 20. Equation 7 shows that the connection time depends on the distance between the source and border nodes in the same group and on the amount of groups in the network. Figure 13 shows the behavior of the T max_intergroup as a function of n for several d source_border values. On the other hand, it is observed in figure 14 that the maximum inter group time (t p ) increases when the number of intermediate groups increases. It is happening in all the analyzed cases. Nevertheless, it can be seen that there is not a big difference in the final time when there is large or short distance between source and border node (d source_border ). It means, it is more relevant the number of groups than d source_border for having better T max_intergroup . This is an important subject to take into account when designing node networks. 
D. Number of nodes as a function of the topology of the group
In order to limit the coverage of the group, let's suppose there are a maximum number of hops between the central node and the most distant border node, using the shortest path. In this option, the geographic coverage of the nodes in a group will depend on the amount of nodes in some specific part of the group topology and on its position. The influence area is defined as all nodes near the central node, with an access time lower than T max .
It is supposed that the nodes are in a distance of d ij . It can be observed in figure 14 , where T max is specified according to the network and the distance d ij , in number of hops. It will be the minimum distance between both nodes.
First, a maximum diameter of 30 hops has been taken. This indicates that there will have a maximum of 14 nodes between the central node and any border node. The maximum distance can vary depending on what is wanted: larger or smaller groups, but it will depend on the needs of the project in which the protocol is applied. When an event is noticed by a node of the group, it will be forwarded immediately to the entire group. So, a commitment between the number of nodes in the group and the number of groups needed to cover the entire node network, in order to minimize the convergence time, have to be achieved. The diameter depends on the topology of the nodes in the group.
In a tree topology, the number of links is n-1, where n is the number of nodes in the tree. The diameter of the tree topology is shown in table III. M is the number of son nodes of a node in a tree topology (2 if binary, 3 ternary, etc.). The diameters of a 2D and of a 3D grid topology, with n nodes, are shown in table III. If the network scales freely, without control, following the Zipf law, when the maximum distance (d max ) have to be chosen, the cut-off effect shown by R. Cohen et al. in [56] [57] can be used. In networks where routing algorithms cross the network in few hops (such as Internet), d is defined as it is in table III. On the other hand, the logarithmic law states that the mean distance between two border nodes is equivalent to the diameter according to the law described in [58] . It can be calculated as it is in table III. Finally, there is a law that follows P2P partially decentralized networks. It can be considered a TTL of 6, and according to a mean of 16 superpeer neighbors in every hop, there will be 96 border nodes for every central node. So, the diameter of the network can be calculated as it is shown in table III. Figure 15 shows the comparative between the studied topologies. The lower diameter is Zipf law with a R coefficient of -2,45. Nevertheless, when there are less than 14 nodes in the network, the worst case is the binary tree topology. Between 15 and 22 nodes, both binary tree and 2D grid topologies are the worst ones, and when there are more than 23 nodes, the worst case is the 2D grid topology.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A group-based architecture provides some benefits for the whole network such as the content availability is increased because it could be replicated to other groups, it provides fault tolerance because other groups could carry out tasks from a failed group and it is very scalable because a new group could be added to the system easily. On the other hand, a group-based network can significantly decrease the communication cost between end-hosts by ensuring that a message reaches its destination with small overhead and highly efficient forwarding. Grouping nodes increases the productivity and the performance of the network with low overhead and low extra network traffic.
In this paper, the proposal of a group-based architecture where links between groups could be established by physical proximity plus the neighbor node capacity, has been shown. Its operation, maintenance and fault tolerance have been detailed. Messages designed to work properly have been shown. All simulations show its viability and how it could be designed to improve its performance. Finally, the designed messages, and the bandwidth they will waste in the network, have been also shown.
The architecture proposed could be used for specific cases or environments such when it is wanted to setup a network where groups appear and join the network or by networks that are wanted to be split into smaller zones to support a large number of nodes. There are many application areas for this proposal such as rural and agricultural environments or even for military purposes. Now, we are programming the protocol for a specific wireless device to test it over a real environment using the OLSR routing protocol.
